JANUARY 2013
NEW RELEASES FROM BULLDOG BOOKS
BELLA BOOKS
Lesbian Romance
SNOW FALLS by Gerri Hill 9781594933165 $20.95 pbk
Jennifer Kincaid, on her way to a writer’s workshop in the Colorado mountain own of Lake City,
gets lost and is stranded by an avalanche. Catherine Ryan Barrett, running from the fame and
fortune of her family name, wants nothing more than to spend the winter alone in her mountain
cabin. She is not prepared for a gate crasher. After spending two months together, they form an
unlikely friendship. But after the spring thaw, Jen leaves and returns to her life in Santa Fe, and to
the man who wants to marry her. Another superb lesbian romance from this best selling author.
CERTAIN DARK THINGS by Erica Abbott 9781594932953 $20.95 pbk
When off-duty officer Chris Andersen interrupts an assault and uses deadly force, Internal Affairs
Inspector C.J. St, Clair is assigned to the case. Her first point of contact is Captain Alex Ryan,
Andersen’s boss and C.J.’s new girlfriend. As the media and political tensions of this high profile
case escalate, Alex offers moral support to Chris while friction between her and C.J. rises. An
exciting follow-up to the sizzling Fragmentary Blue.
Also Available: FRAGMENTARY BLUE 9781594932748 $19.95
THE FURTHEST CITY LIGHT by Jeanne Winer 9781594933257 $20.95 pbk
Like most public defenders, Rachel Stein is an adrenaline junkie. Inspired by the case of a
battered woman who stabbed her husband to death, she devotes herself tirelessly to the woman’s
defense. She isn’t prepared to lose and when she does, she loses her grip on everything. Her
partner, her relationship, her belief in her way of life. She begins to obsess about saving the
world instead, and revolution in Nicaragua beckons. Counting on her wits and humour, she
embarks on an inside-out journey that may finally allow her to believe again in the people and
life that she has loved. A journey of hope and revelations for a woman who cares too much.
BRISK PRESS
Lesbian Romance
SLICES OF LIFE by Georgia Beers 9780983275848 $16.95 pbk
How many people do you cross paths with on any given day? Ever stop to wonder how many of
them might have more in common with you than you realize? Join award-winning author Georgia
Beers as she explores this very concept in Slices Of Life, her first collection of connected short
stories. Each story gives you a glimpse into the life of a character who happens to be a lesbian.
Some are in love. Some are in trouble. Some are just going about their day. And at some point
during that day, each character will cross paths with another, and then you’ll get a glimpse into
her life.
BOLD STROKES BOOKS
Lesbian Romance
THE DRAGON TREE LEGACY by Ali Vali 9781602827653 $21.95 pbk
At age thirteen, Major Wiley Gremillion sat with Aubrey Tarver under their Dragon Tree, sure
of her future. She’d share her life with Aubrey and continue her family’s tradition of military
service. But now a sniper with Special Forces, Wiley knows that walking away from Aubrey was
the only way to keep her safe. Time hasn’t dulled the pain for either woman, but Aubrey has to set
that aside when her choices put her and her family’s lives in real danger. Aubrey’s first call sets
off a firestorm that will take all Wiley’s experience to escape, and along the way, the two women
might find what they lost all those years before.
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BOLD STROKES BOOKS (contd.)
THE MIDNIGHT ROOM by Ronica Black 9781602827660 $21.95 pbk
Lillian Gray thinks she’s got it all under control. Work, sobriety, church visits, and aching over
her ex take up most of her time. But her long-time friends insist on seeing her and inviting her to
the local lesbian bar. There she meets personal fitness trainer and serial heartbreaker Audrey
McCarthy. But Lillian isn’t willing to let go of the past or admit her feelings, especially for
someone like Audrey. Can repeated trips to the lesbian bar change them both?
THE STORM by Shelley Thrasher 9781602827806 $21.95 pbk
Jacqueline “Jaq” Bergeron drove an ambulance on the battlefields of Europe during the Great
War. She returns home and finds herself isolated in rural East Texas, keeping house for her warhero husband as she awaits his promised divorce and plans her escape. But then she meets Molly.
With the storm of war still raging in Europe and other battles to be fought at home, can two
women bound by the land and family ties find the freedom to love and build a life together?
SILVER COLLAR: #4 Garoul Series by Gil McKnight 9781602827646 $21.95 pbk
Luc Garoul is outlawed and out of control. The Garouls have sent their best hunters after her
before she self-destructs and takes the whole pack with her. But will they reach her in time? A
more sinister predator has Luc in her crosshairs – a hunter as cunning and unforgiving as her prey.
Also Available: #1 GOLDENSEAL 9781602821156
#2 AMBEREYE 9781602821323
#3 INDIGO MOON 9781602822016
DIRTY SEX: Dirty Trilogy #1 by Ashley Bartlett 9781602827677 $21.95 pbk
Vivian Cooper and Reese DiGiovanni have hated each other since the second grade. Too bad
Reese’s twin brother, Ryan, is Cooper’s best friend. Cooper and Ryan will do anything for each
other, even when it’s illegal, suicidal, or just plain stupid. Which is why, when Cooper and the
twins stumble upon millions of dollars in gold bars, they take it and head for Las Vegas. Soon
they find themselves running from some very angry and very organized criminals, and even if
they manage to survive them. Cooper and Reese might kill each other for the hell of it. Or hook
up. It really could go either way.
Gay Fiction/Mystery
PURSUED by Joel Gomez-Dossi 9781602827691 $21.95 pbk
Stratburgh University has a problem. Three sorority sisters have disappeared, and the police say
they simply ran away. Openly gay junior Jamie Bradford is concerned about the disappearances,
only he has other worries. He doesn’t have a boyfriend and is willing to disregard the troubling
news on campus to find one. With hopes of finding a lover, Jamie attends a party and becomes
involved with two men at the same time. One is the man of his dreams, the other is a policeman
and man of his nightmares. And so Jamie’s hell begins. The cop has another goal and will stop at
nothing to get what he wants – Jamie’s life.
Gay Erotica
RAISING HELL: Demonic Gay Erotica edited by Todd Gregory 9781602827684 $21.95 p
Demons are of course nothing more than fallen angels. And before the fall, Lucifer Morningstar
was the most beautiful of the angels, and the most beloved of God. Over the millennia, demons
have gotten a bad rap in every mythology and in every culture, tempting humans into sin and evil.
But what is sin? What is evil? These stories proudly present the flip side – hot, erotic tales of sex
with demons that not only will arouse your nether regions but will also stimulate your intellect.
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CLEIS PRESS
Erotica
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT: Erotica For Couples edited by Alison Tyler
9781573448215 $21.95 pbk
According to statistics, men think about sex 20 times a day and women around 10. Alison Tyler
thinks about sex twenty four hours a day and the result is this sizzling collection of headily
sensual stories. From delicious trysts at dawn’s early light to naughty nooners to afternoon delight
and dinner in flagrante delicto and beyond, Alison Tyler is your guide to scorching hot sex,
anytime, anywhere.
SEDUCTRESS: Erotic Tales of Immortal Desire edited by D.L. King 9781573448192
$21.95 pbk
She’s beautiful and enchanting, mysterious and unfathomable. She’s sweet and sublimely
submissive, promising security in her arms but with danger in her eyes. Succub are sexual
vampires, women who steal the life force from their victim, but what a way to go! Whether
your succubus is a shape shifter, has permanent bat wings or wears a mini skirt; whether her
victims are taken unawares, follow her with glee or scream bloody murder as they come, these
stories are hot. As hell.
DUTY AND DESIRE: Military Erotic Romance edited by Kristina Wright
9781573448239 $21.95 pbk
This anthology of military erotic romance serves up a team of hot-blooded men (and women)
from every branch of the military who serve their country and follow their hearts wherever they
might be stationed. When the mission is done, the unit is recalled or the ship pulls into port, they
set their sights on new targets. Uniforms have never been sexier!
CHEEKY SPANKING STORIES edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel 9781573448185
$21.95 pbk
Ranging from naughty and nice to fabulously kinky, this set of superb spanking stories will please
aficionados as well as readers new to the pleasures of paddle, crop or whip. Nobody can spot a
good spanking story better than Rachel Kramer Bussel, author of the bestselling Spanked, and
she notes “there are an infinite number of ways to talk about the pleasures of spanking. Me? I get
off just thinking about bending over for that special someone.”
Gay Erotica
SEXY SAILORS: Gay Erotic Stories edited by Neil Plakcy 9781573448222 $21.95 pbk
From mariners on huge yachts to competitive sailors in races like the America’s Cup, the
combination of men and water is irresistible. These naughty and nautical guys will turn you on
with their large masts, from fresh-faced tanned young men to the rich yachtie with silver flecks
in his hair. Imagine watching those muscles work as they grind winches to set and control sails,
steer from the helm, or tack a sailboard. A very hot collection filled with seamen!
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BRUNO GMUNDER PUBLISHING
Gay Sexuality/Sex Guide
THE BIBLE OF GAY SEX by Stephan Niederwieser 9783867874472 $39.00 hardcover
Finally, a guide that tells you everything you need to know about gay sex. As well as the nuts and
bolts of gay sex, it also advises on dating, health, relaxation, and the responsible use of stimulants.
This new ‘Bible’ is the best and most up-to-date source – comprehensive and entertaining, as well
as very richly and explicitly illustrated.
Gay Erotic Fiction
BIG THINGS by Jody Horowitz 9783867874427 $24.95 pbk
When Jay lands in L.A. with very little money and no real prospect of publishing his first novel,
he takes a succession of dead-end jobs. Soon he realizes that he has to do something really special
if he wants to make good money. And so he decides to think big and cash in on his massive, yet
most personal asset. This is a racy, juicy, funny and sometimes moving novel.
Gay Erotic Photography
BEL AMI REBELS by Joan Crisol 9783867874250 $94.00 hardcover
The stars of the European porn studio Bel Ami usually look a little more like Love Me Tender
than Rebel Yell. But Spanish photographer Joan Crisol has captured these gorgeous young men
in bold poses and turned a spotlight on their wild side. These sweet-faced guys reveal a dark, raw
and rampant sexual energy which is intoxicating.
TURNON: GEAR by Various Artists 9783867874267 $47.00 hardcover
There is a growing fan base for photos of hot men in sports gear and uniforms, and this collection
by many of the top male nude photographers is a celebration of this fetish. Contributors include
Mark Henderson, Joe Oppedisano, Dylan Rosser, Michael Stokes, Gaz, John Gress and more.
Gay Erotic Art/Illustration
TOM OF FINLAND: Life & Work of a Gay Hero by F. Valentine Hooven III
9783867871662 $94.00 hardcover
The list of artists who had a major influence on gay culture is rather short, but without a doubt
Tom of Finland has to be included. This volume is dedicated to Tom’s body of work from its
early beginnings, right through to his final years. With a huge selection of drawings, lots of
photos and an extensive biography, it gives you a portrait of this unique art, which is as manysided and life-embracing as the artist himself.
COSMIC HEROES by Iceman Blue 9783867874335 $29.00 softcover
In Iceman Blue’s world, big problems are always solved with big cocks, and his Cosmic Heroes
all share a power that makes them invincible: sex! This is comic art for guys who like their men
super-sized.
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